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AUTHOR - TITLE INDEX TO
MARIAN STUDIES

PART I: Author Index—Numbered; Arranged Alphabetically by Author, Author's Titles

7. BISSONNETTE, George, A.A. The Twelfth Chapter of the Apocalypse and Our Lady's Assumption. 2 (1951): 170-177.
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42. COYLE, Thomas William, C.SS.R. The Thesis of Mary's Death in the Light of Munificentissimus Deus. 8(1957):143-166.


44. CUNNINGHAM, Francis L.B., O.P. The Relationship Between Mary and the Church in Medieval Thought. 9(1958):52-78.


48. DIETZ, Donald, O.M.I. The Hierarchy of Truths about Mary. 27(1976):41-63.
50. DONNELLY, Malachi J., S.J. The Queenship of Mary During the Patristic Period. 4(1953):82-108.
54. EGAN, James E., O.P. The Doctrine of Mary’s Death During the Scholastic Period. 8(1957):100-124.
56. EVERETT, Lawrence P., C.S.S.R. The Nexus between Mary’s Co-redemptive Role and Her Other Prerogatives. 2(1951):129-152.
61. FLANAGAN, Neal M., O.S.M. Our Lady’s Vow of Virginity. 6(1955):103-121.
64. FORESTELL, James T., C.S.B. Old Testament Background of the Magnificat. 12(1961):205-244.
66. FRIEDEL, Francis, S.M. Dogmatic Foundation of Father Chaminade’s Doctrine on Filial Piety. 3(1952):208-217.
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70. GRIFFIN, Michael, O.C.D. The Divine Motherhood, the Basic Principle of Mariology. 10(1959):104-120.
79. HUNT, Robert E. Our Lady's Coredemption as an Ecumenical Problem. 15(1964):48-86.
128. MAY, Eric E., O.F.M.Cap. The Scriptural Basis for Mary's Spiritual Maternity. 3(1952):111-140.
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137. MIGUENS, Manuel, O.F.M. One God, One Mediator. 25(1974):44-64.


141. MORRY, Matthew F., O.P. Mary and the Contemporary Scene. 23(1972):133-153.


177. SEBASTIAN, Wenceslaus, O.F.M. The Nature of Mary's Spiritual Maternity. 3(1952):14-34.


184. SHEA, George W. The Teaching of the Magisterium on Mary's Spiritual Maternity. 3(1952):35-110.
190. STUHLMUELLER, Carroll, C.P. Our Lady and St. Paul's Doctrine of Justification. 16(1965):94-120.
ANNUNCIATION (The Object of Mary's Consent in the)—101.

APOCALYPSE and Our Lady's Assumption (The Twelfth Chapter of the)—7.

APOCALYPSE (The Mary-Church Relationship in the)—103.

APOSTOLATE (Mary and the)—134.

ASSUMPTION (Christian Eschatology and the)—130.

ASSUMPTION (The Twelfth Chapter of the Apocalypse and Our Lady's)—7.

BIBLICAL LITERATURE (Mariology and Recent)—100.

BIBLICAL MARIOLOGY (The Problems of a)—127.

BIBLICAL THEOLOGY of Mary (Towards a)—39.

CABASILAS (The Mariology of Nicholas)—193.

CANA (The Marian Significance of/John 2:1-11)—73.

CARDINAL WRIGHT AWARD (The): Citations—16.

CATECHETICS in Our Time (Mary and the Renewal of): Presidential Address—82.

CATECHETICS (The Blessed Virgin in Modern)—72.
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CHAMINADE'S DOCTRINE ON FILIAL PIETY (Dogmatic Foundation of Father)—66.
COMMUNION OF SAINTS (Our Lady's Present Role in the)—14.
CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES (Mary, Mother of God and)—157.
COREDEMPTION as an Ecumenical Problem (Our Lady's)—79.
COREDEMPTION (Evaluation of the Arguments in Favor of Mary's)—68.
CO-REDEMPTION (Historical Conspectus of the Doctrine of Mary's)—167.
CO-REDEMPTIVE ROLE and Her Other Prerogatives (The Nexus between Mary's)—56.
CRISIS OF FAITH (Mary and the)—142.
DEATH During the Scholastic Period (The Doctrine of Mary's)—54.
DEATH in the Light of Munificentissimus Deus (The Thesis of Mary's)—42.
DEATH (The Testimony of the Patristic Age Concerning Mary's)—10.
DEATH (The Testimony of the Sacred Liturgy Relative to Mary's)—153.
DEBITUM CONTRAHENDI PECCATUM (A Logician's Reflections on the)—125.
"DEBITUM PECCATI": A Bibliographical Conspectus (The Blessed Virgin and the)—17.
DEBT OF SIN (Our Lady's Immunity from the)—19.
DECLINE OF INTEREST in Mariology as a Theological Problem (The)—150.
DE MONTFORT (The Spiritual Maternity and Saint Louis M.)—179.
DISCUSSIONS after Major Papers. (St. Louis Convention, 1973)—24.
DIVINE MATERNITY and Mary's Other Prerogatives (The Nexus Between the)—129.
DIVINE MATERNITY (Contemporary American Protestant Attitudes Toward the)—53.
DIVINE MATERNITY Formally Sanctify Mary's Soul? (Does the)—197.
DIVINE MATERNITY in the Early Church (The)—74.
DIVINE MATERNITY in the Scriptures (The Theme of the)—104.
DIVINE MATERNITY (The Nature of the)—33.
DIVINE MOTHERHOOD, the Basic Principle of Mariology (The)—70.
DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT in the Marian Dogmas: An Essay in Metatheology (Criteria for)—123.
DOGMATIC DEVELOPMENT by Abridgement or by Concentra-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EARLY CHURCH (The Divine Maternity in the)</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARLY LATIN LITURGY (Our Lady in the)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTERN ECCLESIASTICAL TRADITION (The Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin in the)</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTERN LITURGY (Mary in)</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTERN LITURGY (Mary in): Remarks on Fr. Sohmemann’s Paper</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUMENICAL PROBLEM (Mariology as an)</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUMENICAL PROBLEM (Our Lady’s Coredeletion as an)</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUMENICAL PROBLEM (The Development of Marian Doctrine as an)</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUMENICAL PROBLEMS in Mariology</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ECUMENISM]: LUTHERAN’S REACTION (The Virgin Birth Controversy—A)</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ECUMENISM] N O N - R O - M A N CATHOLICS (Mary’s Place within the People of God According to)</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECUMENIST (The Mariologist as): Presidential Address</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCHATOLOGY and Our Lady</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCHATOLOGY and the Assumption (Christian)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAITH as Response to God’s Graciousness (Mary’s)</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAITH in the Catholic Church (The Function of Our Lady’s)</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREEDOM FROM CONCUPISCENCE (Our Lady’s)</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN. 3:15 (An Exegetical Approach to)</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN. 3:15 and Johannine Theology</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOSPELS (Some Difficult Marian Passages in the)</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRACE (The Nature of Our Lady’s)</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIERARCHY OF TRUTHS about Mary (The)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIERARCHY OF TRUTHS (Marian Dogmas within Vatican II’s)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORICAL IMAGE of Mary In the New Testament (The)</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORICAL IMAGE of Mary In the New Testament]: OBSERVATIONS on Fr. Reese’s Lecture</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORY OF SALVATION (Our Lady and the Incarnation: A Study in the)</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLINESS in the First Christian Centuries (The Problem of Mary’s)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLINESS in the New Testament (Our Lady’s)</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLY SPIRIT (Our Lady and the)</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMMACULATE CONCEPTION and Mary’s Other Prerogatives (The Nexus Between the)</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- **IMMACULATE CONCEPTION and the Preternatural Gifts (The)** —92.
- **IMMACULATE CONCEPTION in the Light of *Ineffabilis Deus* (The Theology of the)** —206.
- **IMMACULATE CONCEPTION in the Magisterium of the Church before 1854 (The)** —168.
- **IMMACULATE CONCEPTION (Modern Theories of Original Sin, and the Dogma of the)** —155.
- **IMMORTALITY *"de jure"* and *"de facto"* (Our Lady's Alleged)** —8
- **IMPORTANCE OF MARY in Our Lives (The)** —131.
- **INCARNATION: A Study in the History of Salvation (Our Lady and the)** —205
- **INEFFABILIS DEUS (The Theology of the Immaculate Conception in the Light of)** —206.
- **INTEGRATING MARIAN DEVOTION in Catholic Spirituality** —5.
- **INTERCESSION, Its Scriptural Basis (The Nature of Mary's)** —144.
- **JOHANNINE THEOLOGY (Gen. 3:15 and)** —91.
- **JOHN PAUL II (Message of Homage to Pope)** —121.
- **LAW OF SIN (Our Lady and the)** —172.
- **LITURGICAL DEVOTION to Mary Re-examined" (A Protestant Response to "The)** —69.
- **LITURGICAL DEVOTION to Mary Re-examined (The Theological Basis of)** —37.
- **LITURGY of the Church (The Queenship of the Blessed Virgin in the)** —140.
- **LITURGY (Our Lady in the Early Latin)** —1.
- **LITURGY (Mary in Eastern)** —173.
- **LITURGY (Mary in Eastern): Remarks on Fr. Schmemann's Paper** —185.
- **LITURGY Relative to Mary's Death (The Testimony of the Sacred)** —153.
- **LITURGY (Virginity in the)** —192.
- **LUKE 1:48 (Historical Notes on)** —170.
- **LUTHER a Devotee of Mary? (Was)** —38.
- **MAGISTERIUM of the Church before 1854 (The Immaculate Conception in the)** —168.
- **MAGISTERIUM of the Church (Our Lady's Queenship in the)** —25.
- **MAGISTERIUM on Mary's Spiritual Maternity (The Teaching of the)** —184.
- **MAGISTERIUM on Mary's Virginity (Interpreting the Ordinary)** —200.
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MAGISTERIUM (The Fundamental Principle of Mariology According to the)—78.
MAGISTERIUM (The Proto-evangelium in the Light of the)—183.
MAGNIFICAT (Old Testament Background of the)—64.
MARIAN COLLECTIONS in the World (Some)—138.
...MARIAN CONTROVERSY and MARIAN SYNTHESIS:
Presidential Address—151.
MARIAN DEVOTION in Canada (Notes on the Origins of)—23.
MARIAN DEVOTION in Catholic Spirituality (Integrating)—5.
MARIAN DEVOTION in the Early United States—162.
MARIAN DEVOTION on the Parochial Level (Profile of)—114.
MARIAN DEVOTION (Psychological Factors in)—45.
MARIAN DOCTRINE as an Ecumenical Problem (The Development of)—199.
MARIAN PASTORAL of American bishops...: Presidential Address—151.
MARIOLOGICAL MOVEMENT in the World Today (The)—18.

MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA:  

MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA (BY-LAWS of the)—118.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA (CONSTITUTION of the)—120.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA [CONVENTIONS]: FINANCIAL REPORTS—Given at the end of each volume, except 1 (1950) and 30 (1979), just prior to the list of members.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA [CONVENTIONS]: HOMILIES and SERMONS (Listed chronologically):
—Remarks by His Excellency, Bp. Begin, During the Holy Hour—6.
—The Importance of Mary in Our Lives (Homily of Bp. C. B. McLaughlin during 1971 Convention)—131.
—Sermon during the Holy Hour (Card. S. Stritch, during 1957 Convention)—188.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA [CONVENTIONS]: MARIOLOGICAL AWARDS (Listed chronologically):
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA [CONVENTIONS]:
—Burghardt, 12(1961):8-14; cf. 11.
—Burghardt, 13(1962):5-12; cf. 9.
mentioned in Secretary's Report, 23(1972):8; cf. 22.
—Jelly, 28(1977):10-21; cf. 82.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA [CONVENTIONS]:
REPORTS ON THE CONVENTIONS (Listed chronologically):
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA [CONVENTIONS]:
REPORTS ON REGIONAL MEETINGS (Listed chronologically):
—Maguire (1959-1960)—111.
—Hoelle (1961-1967: Mentioned in Reports on Conventions)—
(1965):9; 17(1966):10; 18
—Jelly (1978)—88.
—Morry (1979: Mentioned in Report on the Convention)—
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA [CONVENTIONS]:
WELCOMING REMARKS and ADDRESSES (Listed chronologically):
—Official Welcome (Msgr. J. M. A. Fears to Convention of
1952)—57.
—Praise to Mary—Grace and Devotion (Address of A. G. Cic-
gnani to 1954 Convention)—35.
—Official Welcome (Bp. Wright to 1961 Convention)—210
—Greetings and Welcome (Arch-bp. J. J. Krol to 1965 Conven-
tion)—99.
—Invocation and Welcome (Bp. C. B. McLaughlin to 1969 Con-
vention)—132.
—Welcoming Remarks (Bp. C. B. McLaughlin to 1974 Conven-
tion)—133.
—Words of Welcome (Archbp. T. A. Donnellan to 1975 Con-
vention)—49.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA: HISTORY—149.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA: CERTIFICATE OF
INCORPORATION of the M.S.A.—119.
MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA: LETTERS/MES-
SAGES, SENT or RECEIVED (Listed chronologically):
—Letters (Archbp. P. A. O'Boyle,
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—Petition (of M.S.A.) submitted to the Holy Father in 1954, requesting liturgical feast honoring Our Lady’s Universal Queenship—122.


—Message of Homage to Pope John Paul II (Sent by M.S.A. from 1979 Convention)—121.

—Vatican Response to the M.S.A. (for 1979 message to Pope John Paul II)—178.


MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA: MEMBERS: Listed in the final pages of each volume of Marian Studies.

MARIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA: SEMINARIAN’S CONTEST (Announcement Concerning the)—117.

MARIOLOGY after Vatican II ...: Presidential Address—110.


MARIOLOGY and Academic Freedom: Presidential Address—143.

MARIOLOGY as a Theological Problem (The Decline of Interest in)—150.

MARIOLOGY as an Ecumenical Problem—105.

MARIOLOGY (Ecumenical Problems in)—116.


MARIOLOGY on Christian Ethics (Impact of)—60.

MARIOLOGY (relevance of; role of Mariologist): Presidential Address—201.

MARIOLOGY (The Beginnings of Scientific)—12.

MARIOLOGY (The Use of Sacred Scripture in)—196.

MARIOLOGY (Toward a Systematic Treatment of)—40.

MARRIAGE to St. Joseph (Our Lady’s)—65.

MARY AND THE CHURCH—55.

MARY AND THE CHURCH in Medieval Thought (The Relationship Between)—44.

[MARY AND THE] CHURCH (Mary’s Salvific Role Compared...}
with That of the)—94.
MARY AND THE CONTEMPORARY SCENE—141.
MARY-CHURCH ANALOGY in Its Relationship to the Fundamental Principle of Mariology (The)—202.
MARY-CHURCH ANALOGY (Theological Considerations on the)—191.
MARY-CHURCH RELATIONSHIP in the Apocalypse (The)—103.
[MARY'S] PLACE of Our Lady in the Mystical Body (The)—204.
MARY'S PLACE within the People of God According to Non-Roman-Catholics—163.
MERIT DE CONGRUO According to Pope Pius X (Our Lady's)—147.
MINISTRY OF WOMEN in the Church (Our Lady and the)—63.
MODEL of Modern Woman (Mary,)—176.
MODEL of Modern Woman (Mary,): Comments on Sr. Catherine's Paper—90.
MOTHER of Emmanuel/Is. 7:14 (The)—189.
MOTHER of God and Contemporary Challenges (Mary,)—157.
MOTHER of the Church (Mary,)—161.
"MOTHER of the Church" (Pope Paul VI and the): Presidential Address—182.
MOTHER of the Messiah (The)—3.
MOTHER of Unity (Mary, the): Presidential Address—83.
MOVEMENT in the World Today (The Mariological)—18.
MUNIFICENTISSIMUS DEUS (The Thesis of Mary's Death in the Light of)—42.
MYSTICAL BODY (The Place of Our Lady in the)—103.
MYTH (Marian Theology and the Contemporary Problem of)—159.
NESTORIOUS a Nestorian? (Was)—180.
NEW EVE (The Patristic Witness to the Virgin Mary as the)—106.
NEWMAN on "Sensus Fidelium" and Mariology—62.
[NEWMAN on "Sensus Fidelium" and Mariology]: OBSERVATIONS on Fr. Ford's Lecture—107.
ONE GOD, One Mediator—137.
ORIGINAL SIN, and the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception (Modern Theories of)—155.
OUR LADY OF EDEN—171.
PAUL VI and the "Mother of the Church" (Pope): Presidential Address—182.
PAUL VI (Homage to a Great Pope and to His Marian Devotion:)—96.
[PAUL VI]: OBSERVATIONS
on Fr. Koehler's Paper (Homage to ... Paul VI)—86.
PIUS X (Our Lady's Merit De Congroo According to Pope)—147.
PLAN OF GOD'S Graciousness (Mary in the)—207.
PRE_DESTINATION of Mary in the Light of Modern Controversy (The)—4.
PRE_DESTINATION of the Blessed Virgin Mary (The Absolute)—16. 
PRESENTING MARY to Today's Catholics—102.
PRESENTING R E D E M P TION (Reflections on the Problem of Mary's)—21.
PRINCIPLE OF MARIOLOGY According to the Magisterium (The Fundamental)—78.
PRINCIPLE OF MARIOLOGY in Scholastic Theology (The Fundamental)—154.
PRINCIPLE OF MARIOLOGY (The Divine Motherhood, the Basic)—70.
PRINCIPLE OF MARIOLOGY (The Mary-Church Analogy in Its Relationship to the Fundamental)—202.
PRINCIPLE [OF MARIOLOGY] (The Nature, Derivation and Functions of Mariological)—112.
PRINCIPLES OF MARIOLOGY (Subsidiary)—52.
PROTESTANT ATTITUDES Toward the Divine Maternity (Contemporary American)—53.
PROTESTANT RESPONSE to "The Theological Basis of Liturgical Devotion to Mary Re-examined" (A)—69.
[PROTESTANT RESPONSE]: LUTHERAN'S REACTION (The Virgin Birth Controversy—A)—164.
[PROTESTANT RESPONSE]: NON-ROMAN-CATHOLICS (Mary's Place within the People of God According to)—163.
PROTOEVANGELIUM in the Light of the Magisterium (The)—183.
PROTOEVANGELIUM (Patristic Interpretation of the)—195.
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS in Marian Devotion—45.
QUEENSHIP in the Light of Quas Primas (Our Lady's)—175.
QUEENSHIP in the Magisterium of the Church (Our Lady's)—25.
QUEENSHIP in the Middle Ages and Modern Times (Our Lady's)—76.
QUEENSHIP (M.S.A. Petition requesting liturgical feast honoring Our Lady's Universal)—122.
QUEENSHIP of Mary During the Patristic Period (The)—50.
QUEENSHIP of the Blessed Virgin in the Liturgy of the Church (The)—140.
QUEENSHIP (The Nature of Mary's Universal)—198.
sis for Mary's)—186.
RELEVANCE OF MARY (The): Presidential Address—95.
SACRAMENTS (Our Lady and the)—41.
SACRED SCRIPTURE in Mariology (The Use of)—196.
SALVATION in the Twentieth Century (Our Lady and)—77.
SALVATION (Our Lady and the Incarnation: A Study in the History of)—205.
SALVATION HISTORY (Principles of)—32.
SALVIFIC ROLE Compared with That of the Church (Mary's)—94.
SAVING ROLE (Our Lady and Christ's)—145.
SECULAR CULTURE (Mary's Virginity in)—126.
SECULARITY (Mary and): Presidential Address—93.
SEMINARIES (Questionnaire on)—87.
SEMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE (Summary Report on Replies to the)—89.
SPIRITUAL MATERNITY After the Second Vatican Council (Mary's)—97.
SPIRITUAL MATERNITY and Saint Louis M. De Montfort (The)—179.
SPIRITUAL MATERNITY of Our Lady in Tradition (The)—158.
SPIRITUAL MATERNITY (The Nature of Mary's)—177.
SPIRITUAL MATERNITY (The Scriptural Basis for Mary's)—128.
SPIRITUAL MATERNITY (The Teaching of the Magisterium on Mary's)—184.
STATE of the Union (The): Presidential Address—146.
ST. PAUL'S DOCTRINE OF JUSTIFICATION (Our Lady and)—190.
THEOLOGY OF MARY and the Critical Spirit (The): Presidential Address—156.
THEOTOKOS (New Testament Roots to the)—67.
[THEOTOKOS]: OBSERVA-
TIONS on Dr. Fuller's Lecture (New Testament Roots to the Theotokos)—85.
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS (After): Presidential Address—149.
VATICAN II (Mary in the Documents of): Presidential Address—181.
VIRGIN BIRTH (Theological Reflections on the)—166.
VIRGIN-BIRTH CONTROVER-
SY — A Lutheran's Reaction
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(The)—164.

VIRGINITY Ante Partum (Our Lady’s)—51.

VIRGINITY in Judaism (The Concept of)—46.

VIRGINITY in Mary and the Church (Redemptional)—36.

VIRGINITY in partu and Its Consequences for the Church’s Teaching on Chastity (The Theology of the)—187.

VIRGINITY in Secular Culture (Mary’s)—126.

VIRGINITY in the Birth of Jesus (Our Lady’s)—160.

VIRGINITY in the Liturgy—192.


VIRGINITY in the Symbols and Councils (Mary’s)—84.

VIRGINITY (Interpreting the Ordinary Magisterium on Mary’s) —200.

... VIRGINITY (Mary’s): Presidential Address—110.

VIRGINITY (Our Lady’s Vow of)—61.

VIRGINITY “Post Partum” (Our Lady’s)—26.

VIRGINITY (The Gospel Witness to Mary’s “Ante Partum”)—43.

VIRGINITY (The Theological Significance of Mary’s)—30.

VISION for a New Decade: Presidential Address—11.

VON BALTHASAR (Mary in the Doctrine of Urs)—75.

WRIGHT (Memorial Tribute to Cardinal John J.)—20.

ZA G REB MARIOLOGICAL CONGRESS (Report on)—28.